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Role of Citizen 
Journalism through 

Internet in Reporting 
War and Conflicts:

An Introspection

ABSTRACT

It is no doubt that internet has brought a revolution in the world. Every individual 
is nowadays active in terms of information of not just his country but happenings 
throughout the world. Therefore, with devices having connectivity in everyone’s 
hand with the whole world, it is impossible to suppress or any occurrence. Every 
individual is becoming a journalist. This paper explores the issues in citizen report-
ing especially in wars and conflicts both legal and sociological.
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INTRODUCTION

There is no doubt that technology such as computers, mobile, internet etc. has 
changed the lives of many and the way journalism used to work as well. With the 
introduction of social media, every individual can bring out any incident happen-
ing in one corner of the world to another who is another corner of the world and 
without any censor or restraint. The citizen journalism especially in case of wars and 
conflicts become critical and important because of the fact that journalist can’t be 
everywhere and can’t understand the ground level realities happening in the conflict 
zone. Therefore citizen journalism has gained importance in the present conditions 
of the world with the happenings in Syria, Egypt and other countries.

BACKGROUND

L. Jannett Dates (2006), in his article titled “Does Journalism Education Make a 
difference?” has set up the essentialness of reporting calling and its conceivable 
part in reinforcing the majority rule government. It has additionally broken down 
the variables adding to delivering productive and moral writers.

K.E. Eapen (1995) in the book Communications: A Discipline in Distress has 
given an unmistakable photo of the stark reality of the status of scholarly correspon-
dence programs in India. It has concentrated on issues such as the requirement for 
Journalism teachers to be prepared current patterns in Journalism programs in India 
and the relationship between the journalistic morals and expert preparing, and so 
forth., He has additionally dissected what turned out badly for the correspondence 
instruction in India. The study has archived the heartbroken situation of news-casting 
instruction in India, for example, absence of base, books and hardware and different 
obstacles in bestowing quality reporting training like qualification criteria for news 
coverage instructors in the state-supported colleges and schools. He has additionally 
called attention to that morals, as a point is not treated at any length in any of the 
college instructive endeavors notwithstanding all its different weaknesses of the 
Indian preparing. Notwithstanding, he has restored that the length of daily papers 
remains the spooning ground for the other media work force, for example, those 
of television, and the ability pool for reputation/advertising at the state, national 
and commercial enterprises level, the requirement for appropriate enrollment and 
preparing turns out to be doubly vital.
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